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Sneak a peek, for example, at brilliant visual and tacti-cal prospects. Or,
stare deeply into the eyes of your killer shot, the one which a series of

precise adjustments can annihilate all opposing defences. Well aware of
the competition, FIFA 17 plays for you in the half-light by implementing a

special engine that captures even the slightest of details. A brand new
generation of physics was established to guarantee the most versatile and

authentic gameplay. Listen to the chants of your crowd. At the stadium,
feel the excitement. Lead your team to the top of the championship with
the new authentic FIFA experience. Manager and your team will compete
among top-class opponents in 1vs1 or online mode. Form an impressive
squad with 19 players, spread out across six positions, and conquer your

opponents. FIFA 17 Series works in the best tradition of soccer gaming with
a series of innovations and an unprecedented level of customization. The

specially designed magazine shows you the highlights of your matches and
scenes, which you will witness while playing in. Scores, penalties, course of

the match, cards, own shots, free kicks, corner kicks and other special
achievements are presented in the FIFA 17 Series magazine. The

interesting stories and reviews can be found in the electronic and printed
version of the magazines, which are issued as part of the benefit package.

Take advantage of the innovative elements such as Last Pass, Dribbling
and Dribbling Control, which are enhanced in the new FIFA 17 Series. All of

these new features make it possible for you to master the art of passing
and shooting.
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* player motion technology. control authentic football player traits like acceleration,
balance, and agility. master their skills and emotions in ways that no other football

series has done before. give players a new experience from the very first pass. all of
fifa’s immersive innovations come together with a new engine designed to harness
the massive power of the pc. * all-new road to fifa pro evolution soccer 2017. the
fifa ultimate team mode transforms to offer the most expansive career mode and
franchise mode in any sport. bring your best team to life and build your very own

legacy in the development of a soccer nation. play competitively online, in
tournaments or head-to-head against fifa pro players. fifa 17 also introduces a new

mode for the digital version of the game. new forward is a new combination of
dribbling and passing features. thanks to this, players will be able to control players
using their whole body. fifa 17 comes loaded with a variety of gameplay innovations
including: completion power - increase your goal conversion rate with a single touch
or perfect ball control in fifa 17. character creator - create any player you want, or

import from your friends on social networks. player creator - create your own player
and customize his skills and characteristics. new pass and shoot - make all new

style passes and see your ball fly in fifa 17. control player instincts - with a single
tap, you can command your player to perform intuitive actions. new defence - with

a single tap, you can command your player to make smart, one-touch tactical
decisions. 5ec8ef588b
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